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who obtained their training locally in medical schools in
India, Pakistan, Singapore, and Hong Kong, a high propor-
tion in the developing Commonwealth received their educa-
tion in the United Kingdom. This arrangement had one
unsatisfactory feature in that the emphasis on education was
different from the present needs of their native lands.
Furthermore, the country of origin often suffers substantial
" wastage " as the result of doctors settling in the U.K. The
answer to this has been the founding of medical schools in
developing countries. In Africa notable successes are the
medical school at Ibadan, which was sponsored by the Univer-
versity of London, and the medical school at Makerere, in
Uganda, which sprang from a missionary school for dispen-
sary assistants founded by Sir Albert Cook in the early years
of this century. A more recent development has been the
Godfrey Huggins medical school of the University College
of Rhodesia, affiliated to the University of Birmingham.
Despite the estrangement between the two countries, the
British Government has specifically excluded health and
educational measures from the application of sanctions.

At present hundreds of doctors from the United Kingdom
are serving overseas in posts sponsored by the British
Government. These men and women are not aiming at a
lifetime career there but are helping to bridge the gap until
they can be replaced by the countries' own people. In recent
years appointing bodies in Britain have changed their atti-
tude to applicants who are on foreign service. Instead of
being discriminated against their foreign service is now rightly
regarded as an additional qualification. There have been
instances of overseas candidates being appointed without
interview to good consultant posts in Britain.

Substantial as our overseas medical aid is, it falls short of
what we should like to do. Nor does it form so high a
proportion of our resources as it does in some other countries,
and it is lower than it was in 1960.2 Despite Britain's
trading difficukies this is expenditure that should not be cut.
Rather there is a case for increasing it.

Neutron Radiography
When neutrons pass through matter they are absorbed in a
way which depends on its atomic composition. In principle
therefore they can, like x rays, be used to reveal internal
details of objects opaque to light.' While x-ray absorption
alters in a generally regular way from one element to the
next, neutron absorption often changes between neighbouring
elements in the periodic table or even between different
isotopes of the same element. It therefore offers the possibility
of better discrimination in some circumstances.

Low-energy neutrons, conveniently obtained from nuclear
reactors, have been used for the examination of biological
specimens and in engineering inspection. Neutron radio-
graphs lack the contrast and resolution of x-ray images but
have some distinctive features, for bone shadows are virtually
absent and air-filled cavities are easily detected.2 The limited

sensitivity of photographic film to low-energy neutrons may
be enhanced by devices analogous to the radiologist's intensi-
fying screens,3 and the scattering which reduces the quality
of the final image can to some extent be dealt with by
modifying the design of the Bucky grid commonly used in
radiography. But the absorption of low-energy neutrons in
the body is so great as to restrict their use to thin regions.
Though fast neutrons can penetrate the body without

difficulty, they present problems of radiation dosage. They
are readily available from portable accelerators, and useful
quantities of californium-252 (an isotope with a prodigious
output of neutrons) will be available before long. But
since existing photographic techniques are too insensitive for
fast-neutron radiography at a dose acceptable to the patient
a radically new method of visualization is needed. Even then
the technique is likely to find its main use when air (or
nitrogen) can be introduced as a contrast medium or when
the difference in hydrogen content between adjacent tissues
can be exploited. Further studies in these directions would
certainly be appropriate, though it is unlikely that any early
challenge will be offered to the supremacy of x rays, reinforced
by such techniques as scintillation scanning and ultrasonics,
for the inspection of the human body.
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Control of Anticoagulants
Controversy still surrounds the role of anticoagulant therapy
in the prevention and treatment of thromboembolic disease.
The early claims made for it seem to have been extravagant.
But those physicians who believe it has no place at all are
also likely to be wrong. There is reasonable evidence that
long-term anticoagulant therapy after myocardial infarction
makes a small reduction in the death rate and helps to avert
reinfarction. Anticoagulants will also reduce the incidence
of thromboembolism, if not the death rate, after acute
myocardial infarction.1 Given as a prophylactic to elderly
patients with fractured femurs, they reduce the risk of deep
venous thrombosis and fatal pulmonary embolism.
Among the problems posed by anticoagulant therapy is

the failure to standardize the laboratory tests measuring the
action of the oral anticoagulants. The test used to control
treatment is the one-stage prothrombin time. In this test
plasma is clotted by the addition of a tissue extract and
calcium chloride. A normal plasma might clot in 14 seconds
and the plasma from a patient on warfarin sodium might
take 28 seconds to coagulate.' In another laboratory using a
different tissue extract the same specimens could be tested
and the control might give a clotting time again of 14 seconds
and the test sample 21 seconds. The clotting-time ratio in
one laboratory is 2 and in the other is 1-5.

This has not been the only difficulty, for the method of
expressing the results of the test has differed. While some
laboratories have used the clotting-time ratio as defined above,
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